ACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT
10 people per lane
If there is anything that can bring a crew of people together, it’s The HUB Stadium. We offer something much more exciting than any event venue. At The HUB
stadium, you can choose Football Bowling, Axe Throwing to take your party to
the next level.

Football Bowling Must be 12+ to play. Up to 10 guests per lane
Football Bowling is our spin on one of the newest sporting/entertainment concepts in Michigan; Integrating the rules of Horseshoes and Cornhole while
using the equipment of American Football and Bowling.

Sunday-Thursday $85/hour		

Friday & Saturday $100/hour

axe throwing Must be 18+ to play. *Waiver Required. Up to 10 guests per stall
Channel your inner lumberjack with Axe Throwing! Axe Throwing is the
latest sport that combines the rules of darts with axes! This international
sport is quickly gaining popularity all across the country and The Hub Stadium
is the first location to bring this exciting activity to Michigan. Your group
will be given your very own coach who will train you and your guests to
safely throw an axe, lead you through the many games, and act as your
host for the entirety of your visit.

Axe Throwing $100/hour
Glow Axe Throwing $100/hour
VIP AXE THROWING $125/hour

Top Golf Swing Suite Coming SOON!
Topgolf Swing Suite $125/hour
*Minors must be accompanied by a parent or Legal guardian.*
*No minors after 8pm* *Closed toe shoes required*
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PLAY AT YOUR OWN RISK
The HUB Stadium activities “Football Bowling,
Axe Throwing & Top Golf Swing Suite” are play
at your own risk sports. The participation in said
games are voluntary and subjects guests to the
inherent risks of said activities including but not
limited to possibility of physical injury and loss
of or damage to personal property. Safety
waivers are required to participate in Axe Throwing.
Should any of the listed be incurred during any
activity, The HUB Stadium is not held liable.
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